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Call for Submissions

Theme:

The Queen Mary Law Journal welcomes original articles, reflections and creative submissions that engage with the theme of our next issue: access.

The Editorial Board welcomes interdisciplinary approaches towards our theme access. Your work can examine one or more subject matter(s) through the lens of access and its many contexts (e.g., historical, cultural, technological, economic, transnational, and global contexts). For example, your work may address cross-cutting issues and/or themes:

• Access to Justice (e.g., any landmark cases or legislations, from any angles including, but not limited to racial, gender, feminist perspectives)

• Access to Health (e.g., Covid vaccination and other medicines, climate change matters)

• Fundamental Human Rights Enforcement (e.g., economic, social, and cultural rights (ESCR))

• Access to the Internet/ Digital Data (e.g., rights to freedom of expression)

• Right to Forget (e.g., Privacy and Data Protection)

Submission:

The Editorial Board will be accepting submissions for our next issue until 15 March 2023.

To make a submission, please email our editors on qmlj-submissions@qmul.ac.uk.

Submissions are subject to double-blind peer review by the Editorial Board of the Queen Mary Law Journal. For full submission instructions, please see our Guidance for Contributors. You can also access our guidelines on: https://www.qmul.ac.uk/law/research/journals/qmlj/
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Editor-In-Chief, Queen Mary Law Journal